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Quasi-ideal strontium titanate crystal surfaces through formation
of strontium hydroxide
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In recent years, well-defined and nearly perfect single crystal surfaces of oxide perovskites have
become increasingly important. A single terminated surface is a prerequisite for reproducible thin
film growth and fundamental growth studies. In this work, atomic and lateral force microscopy have
been used to display different terminations of SrTiO3. We observe hydroxylation of the topmost SrO
layer after immersion of SrTiO3 in water, which is used to enhance the etch-selectivity of SrO
relative to TiO2 in a buffered HF solution. We reproducibly obtain perfect and single terminated
surfaces, irrespective of the initial state of polished surfaces and thepH value of the HF solution.
This approach to the problem might be used for a variety of multi-component oxide single crystals.
True two-dimensional reflection high-energy electron diffraction intensity oscillations are observed
during homo epitaxial growth using pulsed laser deposition on these surfaces. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~98!03546-3#
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Fundamental understanding of the growth mechanis
involved in thin film growth of metals and semiconducto
on well-defined substrate surfaces has led to revolution
applications. In the future, thin films of oxidic materials w
also become more important. Materials with a perovsk
structure are an interesting class of oxides, of which SrT3

~001! is often used as a substrate material. Although w
defined surfaces of these more complex oxide materials
essential for thin film growth, the mechanisms necessary
obtaining these surfaces are not yet well understood.

The crystal structure of ABO3 perovskites consists o
alternating AO and BO2 planes. Calculations predict a diffe
ent surface energy for the two possible terminations, wh
also varies for different compounds.1,2 The surface energy o
alkaline-II titanates, BaTiO3, SrTiO3 and CaTiO3 is pre-
dicted to be dependent on the size of the A-site cation, i.e
the former two materials the TiO2 plane is more stable
whereas the CaO plane has a lower energy in the latter c
Accordingly, one expects a preferential termination. Ho
ever, a surface obtained by cleaving or cutting results in
equal amount of AO- and BO2-terminated domains separate
by half unit cell steps.1 Furthermore, subsequent polishin
and etching lead to several kinds of defects on the sur
and, therefore, to not well-defined surfaces on an ato
scale. Various techniques, like annealing in an oxygen at
sphere, bismuth adsorption/desorption and ion beam cl
ing, are commonly used to improve the surface quality a
thus the growth reproducibility. However, these methods
not guarantee a single terminated surface. We demons
that one can take advantage of the difference in physical
chemical properties, e.g., solubility of the A- and B-site c
ions in acids, in order to achieve a nearly perfect and sin
terminated surface.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
d.h.a.blank@tn.utwente.nl
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The first step in this direction was made by Kawasa
et al.,3 who treated the SrTiO3 substrates with an NH4F buff-
ered HF solution~BHF! with different pH values and ob-
tained a uniform TiO2-terminated surface, as confirmed b
ion scattering spectroscopy. Their procedure is based on
selective etching of the more basic oxide SrO and thus
pH value of the solution is claimed to be crucial. The repr
ducibility and, hence, its success depend severely on the
ferent polishing and annealing procedures prior to the B
treatment. This often leads to uncontrolled etching and in
duces unit cell deep holes in the terraces and deep etch
which hamper thin film growth.4 Here, we report on using
the formation of an intermediate Sr-hydroxide complex a
subsequent BHF etching to obtain very reproducibly pra
cally perfect TiO2-terminated surfaces. The dramatic im
proved surface quality is demonstrated by the first repor
true two-dimensional~2D! intensity oscillations by reflection
high-energy electron diffraction~RHEED!.

The surface morphology of a typical as-received sin
crystal substrate5 is imaged by atomic force microscop
~AFM!.6 As shown in Fig. 1~a!, the surface consists of ter
races, with disordered step ledges and islands on the terr
with typical height differences of half~;2 Å! and single~;4
Å! unit cell steps~the lattice parametera of SrTiO3 is 3.905
Å!. This indicates the coexistence of the two possible surf
terminations. RHEED patterns of these surfaces show br
Bragg reflections due to disorder.

Annealing the as-received substrate7 results in regrowth
of the surface,4,8 as shown in Fig. 1~b!. From the friction map
shown in Fig. 1~c! and the line scan in Fig. 1~d!, we observe
that differences in friction contrast are always associa
with height differences of (n11/2)a. Hence, we conclude
that apart from regrowth of terrace ledges, domains with d
ferent surface termination have become clearly visible. T
shape of the edges of these domains is different: straight
sharp-edged step ledges exist, but in addition rounded
il:
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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mains can be identified.9 This observation is common for a
substrates that we have studied.

To shed more light on the apparent difference in frictio
several imaging modes have been used. Phase contrast
surements in tapping mode reveal that domains having a
friction display higher phase changes, due to mechanica
teraction. An adhesion map,6 see Fig. 2, shows that domain
with high friction also display a high adhesion force. Fro
these experiments we conclude that the observed fric
contrast originates from distinct properties of the surface
pending on the termination.10–12 In addition, we have ob-
served that the low friction domains become rougher up
aging, probably due to a reaction with the ambient envir
ment. We have used the deposition of TiO2 on a mixed ter-
minated surface shown in Fig. 1~b! as a chemical probing
method13,14 and observed different wetting on the two term

FIG. 1. ~a! Atomic force micrograph of an as-received SrTiO3 surface which
has been flashed to a temperature of 650 °C,~b! AFM micrograph of an
annealed substrate,~c! simultaneously recorded friction map by LFM,~d!
the cross section~averaged over;5 scan lines! along the line shown in~b!
is given. Depending on the miscut angle, the duration and temperature o
anneal step can be adjusted to obtain straight terrace ledges. This part
example is chosen to show the different features.

FIG. 2. ~a! LFM micrograph of an annealed substrate,~b! adhesion map of
the same area as displayed in~a!. In this micrograph 64364 force curves are
taken, and the value of the deflection of the cantilever is shown at a fi
distance from the surface. The bright color indicates that the tip has alr
retracted from the surface, whereas a darker color indicates that the
still in contact. Note that the step ledges in~a! are much straighter than th
ledges shown in Fig. 1.
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nations. On the low friction domains flat topped islands a
formed, whereas smaller and very rough islands are form
on the high friction areas. From these observations we c
clude that high friction domains correspond to TiO2 termina-
tion, since it is known that a B-site material will not wet
B-site terminated crystal.15 Our results seem to contradict th
results obtained by Fompeyrineet al.,9 although this can be
caused by differences in preparation methods.

During AFM experiments performed in a liquid ce
filled with H2O, we have observed a subtle change in m
phology on the low friction domains under the influence
water. It is known that SrO reacts with CO2 and H2O at room
temperature to form stable compounds like SrCO3 and
Sr~OH!2, respectively. It is unlikely that water will react with
the chemically very stable TiO2-terminated layers.16 Hence,
we expect that, in the presence of water, the topmost laye
SrO-terminated domains forms a Sr-hydroxide compl
which is known to dissolve in acidic solutions. To utilize th
behavior in water, an as-received substrate was ultrasonic
soaked in analytical grade and demineralized water for
min, followed by a short~;30 s.! dip in a standard, commer
cially available BHF solution.17 To remove the remnants o
the previous treatments and facilitate recrystallization, a fi
annealing step is performed at 950 °C for 1 h.

After annealing, the surface has been studied by AF
The analysis shows a nearly perfect single terminated sur
with very straight terrace ledges, as shown in Fig. 3~a!. The
line scan in Fig. 3~b! only shows single unit cell steps o
SrTiO3. No friction contrast is observed. This result has be
reproduced on many equally treated substrates.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy~XPS! measurements
have been performed on SrTiO3 substrates at different stage
during the preparation. The O 1s envelope consists of two
contributions: a peak located at;530.0 eV from the titanate
oxygen, and a peak located at;531.6 eV due to surface
hydroxyl groups. The highest concentration of surface
droxyls is present on the water-soaked and as-received
strate as indicated by angular measurements. These
droxyls are associated with the Sr, since the surface Srp
peaks are shifted slightly towards lower binding energie18

The C 1s peak~located at 284.8 eV, used as reference pe!
is present on all samples and is also located on the surf
No evidence of carbonates is found. On the etched and
sequently annealed substrate,17 the C 1s intensity is very low
compared to the Sr 3p, Sr 3d and Ti 2p peaks, which is a
further indication of the quality of this surface.

Furthermore, sharp 0th-order Bragg reflections in

he
lar

d
dy
is

FIG. 3. ~a! AFM micrograph of a nearly perfect and atomically flat surfac
obtained after soaking in water, followed by etching in a BHF solution a
annealing,~b! cross section, averaged over;3 scan lines along line in~a!.
P license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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RHEED pattern and very low diffuse background intens
confirm the perfect crystalline surface@see Fig. 4~a!#. During
homo epitaxial growth on these surfaces using pulsed l
deposition~PLD!,14 true 2D RHEED oscillations of Bragg
intensity without a diffuse component are measured@see Fig.
4~b!#. The intensity as a function of the coverage during o
period can be perfectly fitted to a two-level model,19 indicat-
ing that the SrTiO3 surface can be considered to be an id
2D surface.

In conclusion, we have reproducibly obtained qua
ideal SrTiO3 surfaces for thin film deposition and fundame
tal growth studies. Due to the enhancement of the selecti
in solubility by the formation of a Sr-hydroxide comple
confined to the topmost SrO layer, thepH value of the BHF
solution and etch time become much less critical. Becaus
the possibility of reducing the etch time, formation of et
pits and holes due to prolonged etching is prevented. The
point in our approach is the separation of the main reac
steps, i.e., hydroxylation of the SrO, followed by its disso
ing in BHF. A similar approach to the problem of obtainin
single terminated surfaces might be used on a variety
multi-component oxide single crystals. Homo epitax
growth on these quasi-ideal SrTiO3 surfaces results for the
first time in true 2D RHEED intensity oscillations.

The authors thank Holger Scho¨nherr for performing the
phase contrast tapping mode and AFM measurements in
ter, Cas Damen and Arnout Hamster for fruitful discussio
and the Dutch foundation for fundamental research on ma
FOM for financial support.
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